SM-22
SIMPLE YET EFFECTIVE DIGITAL MAILING SYSTEM
Digital mailing machine with high quality thermal printing meter

WE VALUE YOUR MAIL
WARM UP TO THERMAL PRINTING

Business mail is probably the most cost-effective means of communicating with your customers. With the SM-22’s thermal printing technology, you can communicate even better. Not only will you have the cleanest postal indicia, but you can also add advertising messages and slogans to your mail. Plus, thermal printing means no more messy ink cartridges to handle.

FEATURES TO MEET YOUR NEEDS

Affordability is not the only reason to get an SM-22. You’ll find a host of advanced features found in many higher end units. Neopost realizes that low cost does not have to mean low performance. Neopost’s SM-22 includes features like:

- Automatic Date Advance - never post the wrong date again
- Departmental Accounting - track postage costs for up to 31 departments or customers
- Report Printing - print status or expenditure reports on labels
- Integrated Quick Reference Guide - quick access to operator information
- Low Postage Warning - alerts you when it’s time for more postage

Neopost's SM-22 mailing machine combines the postal security of a digital meter and no more messy ink, with crisp thermal printing. It's everything a small office needs for professionally metered business mail.

WHY CHOOSE NEOPOST

Neopost is a leading worldwide provider for mailing and shipping solutions. Our innovative products and services bring simplicity and efficiency to your complete mailing process to make your business run more effectively.